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Learning all the notes on the guitar fretboard is a daunting task; six strings against a fret-studded ebony fingerboard can seem like an abyss of chaos and mystery. Just kidding! It’s not actually as difficult as you might think—all you need is the CAGED system. The CAGED system refers to the geometric shapes that 5 basic chords/scales make (C, A, G,
E, and D) and how they connect to the next shape up the neck. I was first introduced to the CAGED system through a series of YouTube videos—and once I got the hang of it, everything clicked into place. Here’s an example of the CAGED system in action: if you move from the C major chord in open position to the C major bar chord at the 3rd fret, you
can see that it is the same shape as an A major chord with the bar replacing the nut. If you then move the bar up to the 5th fret and make a G major chord shape with fingers 2, 3, and 4 (easier said than done), you have again formed a C major chord. If you keep following this formula according to the next letter of the word CAGED, you will soon be
able to recognize and play chords anywhere on the fretboard with ease (if you’re still having trouble grasping the concept, this visual to the right should make it a bit more clear.) My upcoming workshop on the CAGED guitar system (January 25th) is the first installment of the Fretboard IQ series that I created to give students a clear path to
understanding and being able to use the entire fretboard. This workshop will cover how each of the five basic open chord shapes relate to a corresponding major scale and how you can move and connect these shapes to play in any key, anywhere on the fretboard. This workshop, which will be entirely virtual, is geared towards the advancing beginner
and intermediate student. A PDF that references all of the workshop’s material will be included in the price of the class. Participants will have an opportunity to ask questions and suggest topics for future workshops! If you want to keep an eye out for some of my other upcoming Fretboard IQ workshops, I will be covering concepts like improvising
with scales and arpeggios, reading and understanding chord diagrams (Dm7, Cb9, F∆#11, etc.), and exploring jazz chord inversions. Justin Heath’s passion for music ranges across a variety of instruments, including acoustic guitar, 5-string banjo, mandolin, ukulele, and violin. His musical interests range from jazz to folk and bluegrass to flamenco,
but he is now focused predominantly on solo classical guitar and performing tango music with his band the Toccata Players. Justin works at the House of Musical Traditions and teaches guitar, banjo, and ukulele for the School of Musical Traditions. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates To get the most out of your guitar playing, you need to
have a deep understanding of the fretboard. Wouldn't it be nice if the guitar was laid out in a logical fashion? Well, it is! Let me introduce you to the CAGED system and explain how it works as an organizing tool. Once you understand the CAGED system, I believe you'll be able to "crack the code" and see the fretboard's inherent logic.Note: This
system only works with standard tuning.Instead of starting with a lengthy description of the CAGED system, I've found the best way to learn it is to immediately dive into the material. Think of this lesson as a hands-on tutorial. Step-by-step, I'll walk you through this time-tested approach while providing practical assignments—as if we were in a oneon-one lesson. We'll start with the basics and then work our way through more advanced applications. Grab your guitar and let's get to it!The CAGED system derives its name from five open-position chords: C, A, G, E, and D. To master the concepts in this lesson, you must know these five chords (Fig. 1).CAGED Lesson Fig. 1Next, you need to know
where the root—a chord's musical foundation—is located in each of the five shapes. The root of a C chord, for example, is C. Major chords, which we'll focus on first, are built by stacking the root, third, and fifth notes of their respective major scales. The notes of the C major scale are C–D–E–F–G–A–B. Therefore, the root, 3, and 5 of a C chord are C–E–
G.In Fig. 2, you'll find the five CAGED chords with the location of the root, 3, and 5 labeled in each chord diagram. To help you get visually oriented within each shape, the roots are marked in red. You'll notice that each shape contains more than one root. C, A, and D each have a low and high root; G and E each have three roots—low, middle, and
high.CAGED Lesson Fig. 2Memorize the location of every root in each chord shape. For extra credit, memorize the locations of the 3 and 5.Now you know the shape of each chord in the basic CAGED system, as well as the location of their respective roots. The next step is to convert each open-position shape to a closed-position shape—meaning there
won't be any open strings involved in playing the chord shape. To do this we must create barre chords out of each of the CAGED shapes.Fig. 3 shows all the CAGED chords as barre chords. (Note: No barre is needed to play the "D" shape as a closed chord.) Some of these shapes may feel like old friends. The first barre chords most guitar players learn
are the barre form of the "A" and "E" shapes.CAGED Lesson Fig. 3Two shapes that are less familiar and prone to spacing errors are the "G" and "D" shapes, and the common spacing error is to compress the fingering. Be sure to keep an empty fret between your first finger and the remaining fingers used to build the chord. Fig. 4 contrasts the
incorrect, compressed fingerings with the correct ones for these two shapes.CAGED Lesson Fig. 4You may find a few of these shapes are difficult to grab due to the stretching involved. To minimize strain, don't wrap your thumb up and over the neck on the 6th-string side—keep it behind the neck instead. Also, I encourage you to only barre the
necessary notes. For example, when playing the "G" shape, don't barre across all six strings; you only need to barre the three notes found on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th strings. Why create any extra work?By converting each of the five CAGED shapes into barre or movable forms, you have exponentially increased your chord vocabulary. Each individual
shape can become any major chord you need: Simply move the chord up or down the neck and place the shape's root on whatever note you want—it's that easy. When you look at Fig. 5, you'll see that moving the "C" shape up one fret creates a C# chord, and moving it up one more fret creates a D chord.CAGED Lesson Fig. 5By knowing that the root
is located on the 5th and 2nd strings in the "C" shape, and knowing the names of the notes on those two strings, I was able to correctly identify the actual chord I produced by shifting the "C" shape to these other locations. To do this with all five shapes, you need to know the location of the root within each shape and the names of the notes on the
fretboard. Fig. 6 names all the notes on the fretboard.Move each shape up and down in half-steps (in other words, one fret at a time), while focusing on keeping the shape together and not collapsing the "G" and "D" shapes. The goal is to correctly name the chord at any place along the neck.Up to this point, we've focused on acquiring the chord
shapes and laying the foundation for realizing the full potential of the CAGED system. Think of each shape in the system as a puzzle piece: When all the pieces are connected, you will have mapped the entire fretboard. Again, the best way to see how this works is to experience it on your guitar. Play each of the chords listed in Fig. 7, paying attention
to the fret markers and spacing of the shapes.CAGED Lesson Fig. 7What did you notice? If you played this example correctly, you should have heard that they were all C chords. Hopefully you realized that you used all five shapes and you ended with the same shape you started with (assuming you have a cutaway on your guitar that allows you to
access the higher frets).By the way, did you notice the order of the shapes used in this example? The name CAGED not only tells you what chord shapes make up the system, but also the order in which the shapes connect to one another to map out the fretboard. Fig. 8 places all five shapes as C chords in one fretboard diagram.CAGED Lesson Fig.
8What if you want to map out the chords in the key of A the same way you did for C? To do this, start with the open position A chord—an A chord with an "A" shape. Then think of the spelling of CAGED and find the letter following A, which is G. So, play an A chord with a "G" shape. Then it's an A chord with the "E" shape, and so on until we return to
the "A" shape. So in this example, our shape sequence is AGEDC. This sequence is mapped out in Fig. 9.CAGED Lesson Fig. 9Earlier I suggested you think of the CAGED shapes as individual puzzle pieces that, when connected, map out the entire fretboard. By playing through the above examples, you've experienced this. When mapping out a chord, it
is important to be visually aware of how two adjacent shapes connect to each other. A general rule to keep in mind: Between two adjacent shapes, there will always be at least one note that's common to both. In Fig. 10, I've diagrammed all pairs of adjacent shapes for the C chord. Notes that occur in both shapes are indicated with a diamond.CAGED
Lesson Fig. 10Play through the CAGED sequence starting on each of the CAGED chords in open position (like we did in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, using the "C" and "A" shapes, only this time complete the series by working through the remaining three shapes—"G," "E," and "D"). Once you're comfortable with this, play the sequence in all keys. For example,
start with a Bb chord using the "A" shape barred at the 1st fret, then play the CAGED sequence in the key of Bb. Pay attention to the common note(s) between two adjacent shapes—this will help minimize errors in shifting and connecting shapes.Congratulations, you've mastered the fundamentals of the CAGED system and covered a lot of territory!
The CAGED system provides a logical way of visualizing the neck using basic chord shapes you've most likely known for quite some time. But it doesn't stop there: The CAGED system is just as useful for scales and licks. In fact, I think of the CAGED system as five buckets where I can stash fretboard information. New chords, scales, licks, and melodies
can all be related to one of the five shapes, and this allows you to integrate this information into your playing quickly and efficiently.Page 2Staying creative and phrasing musically while playing chords, especially over a blues progression, seems like an impossibility to many players. After all, most blues songs contain only three chords, the I, IV, and V.
So how can you make those simple chords more interesting? The answer is by using chord substitution.Substitution is when two chords share enough notes in common that by exchanging one for the other, the overall harmonic function remains unchanged, but the color and very often the melodic nature of the chords is enhanced. By adding
extensions to standard dominant 7 chords found in a blues, you can see a whole new world of substitutions become available. No longer will you be stuck playing two or three shapes for an A7 chord, but rather you’ll be equipped with a massive palette of colorful chords that will catapult your blues playing to another dimension!Most players are
familiar with playing dominant 9 chords; they are, after all, very commonly used in many genres of music, especially the blues. The most common form of this chord can be found in the first measure of Ex. 1. This A9 chord contains the five notes of a dominant 9: 1– 3–5–b7–9 … or in terms of note names: A–C#–E–G–B.The 9 in the A9 chord is
considered an extension because it takes the foundation of the dominant 7 chord (1–3–5–b7) and “extends” it by an extra third, creating the 9. In measure 2 you can see that removing the root note (A) will leave you with a four-note chord: C#–E–G–B. This coincidentally is the exact spelling of a C#m7b5 chord. Yes, this means that within an A9 is a
C#m7b5.By removing the root note of an extended dominant chord you are left with a new chord that can easily be substituted in place of the original dominant 7. This means that in nearly every circumstance you can substitute a m7b5 chord for a dominant 7 because within the dominant 9 version of that chord lies the corresponding m7b5. In order
to transpose this to any key, you simply build a m7b5 chord upon the 3 of the dominant 7, as seen in measures 3 and 4. C# is the third of A7 and so you can substitute a C#m7b5 for any A7 and it will retain the function of the A7.Ex. 2 highlights this in the context of the first four measures of a blues in A. The first two measures are a standard A7 riff,
however measures 3 and 4 utilize the m7b5 substitution. In this case the C#m7b5 is used to create harmonic and even melodic variety by sliding in and out of the chord from a half-step below. This is a common technique in jazz-blues playing.Summary: Extending a dominant 7 to a dominant 9 creates a m7b5 chord built on the 3 of the dominant
chord. Playing this m7b5 chord in place of the original dominant 7 is harmonically acceptable because it is implying the dominant 9 tonality, even without the root note being present.Following this concept of extending chords, a dominant 13 chord is another common variation of a dominant 7. Unlike piano players, guitarists don’t have the luxury of
playing with all 10 fingers, so we must make exceptions. A fully extended dominant 13 chord would contain all seven notes of a key: 1–3–5–b7–9–11–13. Since we are limited in the number of notes we can realistically play, it’s important that we cut out unnecessary notes. It’s very common to cut out the 5, 11, and even the 9, leaving the chord spelled
as: 1–3–b7–13.In the beginning of Ex. 3 you can see a standard A7 chord voicing. There is only one note difference between this voicing and the A13 chord found in measure 2. Namely the E (5) located on the 2nd string. By removing this note and replacing it with an F# (13) we have essentially created an A13 chord.If desired, playing the 9 as part of
this A13 is always an option (A–C#–G–B–F#). In measure 3 you can see this A13 chord, but it is often cumbersome to play while including the bass note. Removing that root note will leave you with a b7–3–13–9 shape. Just as removing the root in an A9 chord left us with a C#m7b5, removing the root note of this A13 leaves us with a new four-note
chord: Gmaj7#11. This may seem like a complicated way of saying “A13 with no root note,” but it goes to show you that the substitutions for a dominant 7 chord can be profound.In Ex. 4 you can see the first six measures of an blues in A with the addition of a Gmaj7#11 in measures 3 and 4. Measure 5 introduces a D9 which is then substituted with an
F#m7b5, recapping the first substitution we discussed (building a m7b5 upon the third of any dominant 7 chord).Summary: Dominant 13 chords are most often played on guitar without the 5, 11 and occasionally the 9. However, swapping the 9 for the root creates: 3–b7–9–13. By making the b7 the new “root note” of this substitution chord you create
a major7#11. An easy way to implement this into your everyday playing is by building a maj7#11 chord on the b7 of any dominant chord. In the case of an E7 you would substitute a Dmaj7#11 which would create the same harmonic function as an E13.Just as the name implies, a dominant #9 chord is a dominant 7 chord, with a #9 extension.
Commonly known as the “Hendrix” chord, this is a very useful extension for any dominant 7. The interesting thing about this chord is that the #9 is also the same tone as a b3. The reason for it being called a #9 is that in a dominant chord, there is already a 3, and it’s major! Since you can’t theoretically have both a 3 and a b3 in a chord, that b3 must
be called a #9 instead (this is called enharmonic spelling).Looking at Ex. 5 you can see an E9 which is spelled as E–G#–D–F#. Notice the conspicuous lack of a 5. This is very common in many chords because the 5 adds nothing harmonically to the chord. In measure 2 the F# is moved up a half-step to create an E7#9 chord. In measure 3 you can see
another extension added to the E7#9; it would be the #5 added by barring the fourth finger across the top two strings at the 8th fret. This is another very common extension and one that creates a new substitution when the root note is removed.The spelling of the E7#9#5 is: E–G#–D–F##–B#. Why B#? Well because it is a #5 it must be called B#. B
is the fifth of E and a #5, according to enharmonic spelling, means that it must be called a B#.Compare the chord shape in measure 4 to the chord shape of the Gmaj7#11 from the previous example. That’s right, it’s the exact same chord shape! This means that by playing an E7#9#5 and removing the root note, you are left with a G#maj7#11…I told
you extensions can lead to profound new substitutions!Ex. 6 outlines a typical blues turnaround. The standard turnaround being E7–D7–A7–E7, this version begins by using an E7#9 in place of an E7. This upper note then descends chromatically to form an E9 on beat four and then to a D7#9. Next is a standard blues walk-up which takes you to the E
bass note at the beginning of measure four. However, the ending of measure 4 introduces the G#maj7#11 which is the substitution for an E7#9#5.Summary: Adding a #9 to a dominant 7 chord creates the common “Hendrix” tonality that allows players more freedom to solo. However, barring the fourth finger across the top two strings creates
another extension, the #5. This chord, E7#9#5, when played without a root note is spelled as G#–D–F##–B#. This spelling creates a G#maj7#11. One of the most versatile dominant chords imaginable is the dominant 7b9 chord. Just as the name suggests, it is nearly identical to a dominant 9 chord except in this case, the 9 is flatted by one half-step,
hence the name “dominant 7b9”.Looking at Ex. 7 you can see a D9 chord in measure 1 spelled out from 5th string to 1st as: D–F#–C–E–A. In measure 2 is a D7b9 chord spelled out as: D–F#–C–Eb–A. There is only one note difference between these two, but that b9 makes a huge difference in the function of this chord.Moving on to measure 3, we
remove the root note and end up with a F#dim7. Here is where things get really interesting. Diminished 7 chords are symmetrical, meaning they are comprised entirely of minor thirds. The notes of this F#dim7 chord are: F#–C–Eb–A. Now if you move this same chord shape up a minor third on the fretboard (three frets) you’ll get an Adim7 chord. The
spelling for this chord is: A–Eb–F#–C. That’s right, it’s the exact same set of notes in another inversion. Move it up another minor third and you get Cdim7 and one more minor third will get you Ebdim7.Essentially, all these diminished 7 chords can be considered a substitute for a D7b9 because they all share the same exact set of notes—minus the D
root note. The implications of this are enormous because now the option to play diminished scales and chords can be easily superimposed on top of any dominant 7 chord. A great way to conceptualize this while playing is to first become familiar with the chord shapes for diminished 7 chords so you can easily finger them in the midst of a song. Then
simply look for any of the following four notes within a dominant 7 chord: 3–5–b7–b9 and build your diminished 7 chord on one of those tones. From there you are free to move that chord shape up and down in minor third intervals and you’ll retain that dominant 7b9 harmony the entire time.Look at Ex. 8 and you’ll see a full 12-bar blues progression in
A that uses the sub techniques we’ve covered so far. I’ll point out a few things to take note of. In measure 6 the F#dim7 is moved up a minor third to Adim7 and then to Cdim7. These two measures are utilizing the harmonic function of a D7b9 without the root note.Going into measure 8, the diminished 7 substitution is once again present, but this time
it’s used in place of the A7 chord normally found in this measure. In place of an A7 we are substituting a C#dim7 followed by a Bbdim7 and a Gdim7. Remember this diminished 7 chord substitution works on the 3–5–b7–b9 of any dominant chord. In this case, these three diminished 7 chord substitutions are built on the 3, b9, and b7 of A7b9.The final
measure introduces another of the substitutions we’ve discussed, the maj7#11. In this case the Dmaj7#11 is substituted for the E7 that normally occurs in this bar. This Dmaj7#11 functions as the upper structure of an E13 chord, without the root note.Summary: Dominant 7b9 chords are essentially equivalent to a diminished 7 chord. By removing
the root note of a dominant 7b9 (1–3–5–b7–b9) chord you are left with a diminished 7 chord which is symmetrical and can be moved up or down in minor thirds. This diminished 7 chord can be built on the 3–5–b7–b9 of any dominant chord and will retain that dominant 7 function, albeit with much more tension and color.Admittedly, there’s a lot of info
here, so don’t feel like you need to hop on all of these ideas at once. Pick one, try it out, explore it, and maybe even write a tune with it. Only then will it become a part of your vocabulary. Good luck!
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